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Emerging themes

Coronavirus: the first lessons - summary report

Due to the coronavirus, the operational risk profile of financial organisations has changed. 
This short report is an extract of the longer Coronavirus: the first lessons report and offers 
some early thoughts on what operational risk has learnt from the crisis. You can download 
the full report here.

What went well 
Operational risk leaders have reacted fast and helped keep businesses going thanks to their 
flexibility and agility, all grounded in many years of experience and their strong relationships with 
senior business leaders. They have positioned themselves as collaborators and enablers, able 
to inspire confidence and offering valued opinions on how to manage risk and controls. 

What could have been improved
Although the response has been impressive, unsurprisingly there have also been challenges. 
In particular, a lack of clarity over the complexity of third party dependencies has led to 
heightened risk and vulnerabilities. In addition, some risk tools have bent under the stress. 
Real-time data has proved hard to come by and scenarios were not built around such a 
severe event. 

Lessons learnt as we move 
beyond the crisis
The risk profile has changed, with conduct, legal, reputational and people risk all moving 
towards the top of the agenda. Operational risk will need to adjust accordingly. Some 
practices that were relaxed during the crisis will need to be reinstated, but this is a chance for 
organisations to evaluate what controls they really need as they seize the opportunity to build 
a more streamlined business-centric approach to managing operational risk. Three ambitions 
may well drive such change: striking the right balance between agility and assurance, 
maintaining operational risk’s role as a valued and trusted partner to the business, and 
building a risk culture that finds the middle ground between people and processes.

As organisations start to look past the immediate crisis to what lies beyond, we conclude with 
some thoughts on what topics the operational risk community can collectively explore and 
some ideas that may help guide those conversations, from collecting only the data needed to 
make effective commercial decisions, to keeping employee resilience top of mind.

Went well...

Could have been improved...
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Lessons for the future...

Adapt to 
changing risk 

profiles
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practices & 
processes

Build a 
business-focused 
op risk framework
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How operational risk responded to coronavirus

Successes

Agile
• Became skilled at agile risk management (controlled agility)
• Triaging, expediting and in some cases slimming the framework, but documenting process changes for potential future unwinding
• Most are carefully evaluating whether to revert to previous controls, or whether the disruption has forced them to optimise

Active and  
dynamic

• In many cases, operational risk has assumed the role as the ‘arbitrator’ on control environment changes
• Ranging from a passive role, which captures and records changes, to more active roles of suggesting and/or agreeing what 

controls can be relaxed and for how long
• This has meant moving from retrospective, static risk management to a dynamic approach

Collaborator  
and enabler

• There has been widespread evidence of closer collaboration with the business, working together for a common cause
• A higher profile for operational risk, and a changed/elevated role as an enabler in a crisis

Using appropriate tools 
for managing in an 
uncertain environment

• Good scenario analysis has been shown to be an important risk management tool, particularly from resilience and business 
continuity planning perspectives

Crisis  
management

• Business continuity plans were essential during the pandemic, with thousands of employees successfully transitioning to remote 
working as social distancing restrictions have come into force

• Key operating activities continued and were broadly stable

Third party  
support

• There has been an increased collaboration and communication with suppliers, allowing a better understanding of their business 
and how firms can partner better with them in the future (though still work to be done)

Adapted monitoring  
and reporting • Timely pertinent information was reported to senior management more rapidly, becoming more central to decision making

Coronavirus: the first lessons - summary report
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How operational risk responded to coronavirus

Improvements

Criticality not  
well understood

• Identifying truly critical processes and controls has proved difficult
• The complexity of third party relationships was not fully understood and there is still a concern over their ongoing supplier 

viability, poor visibility of compliance, control, and process changes within them
• Understanding of which third party services are critical and the concentration of providers was not detailed enough

Rigid systems  
and framework

• Getting real-time risk management information was difficult
• GRCs are built for governance not live data
• System workarounds are not a long-term solution and can be incomplete 
• Point in time framework activities (e.g. RCSA) do not help manage a crisis

Streamlining the 
framework

• Has streamlining risk processes gone too far during the pandemic? 
• Some concern over thoroughness and whether deferred activities will (and should) return

Dynamic, forward  
view lacking

• Scenarios are increasingly recognised as a risk management tool, but without well-developed forward measures for operational 
risk, there is a sense that exposure has changed but is not yet evidenced

Understanding  
the impact of  
future risks

• Concerns that conduct in particular may feature more as a risk due in part to the speed of change and necessary response 
during the pandemic
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What’s next?
As operational risk leaders think about what actions to take to support and enable their organisations to move forward, how to build on their successes, and how to avoid 
slipping back into their traditional and somewhat passive role, we wanted to offer some initial thoughts on what may be important points to consider and we look forward to 
exploring these within the ORX community.

Grounding decisions in data... but recognising that data should support rapid decision-making, not hinder it

Collecting only the data needed... “nice to have” data is the same as “waste of time” data

Reviewing controls regularly... and removing any that are redundant (with one eye on financial constraints)

Engaging with the first line of defence... is essential (and made easier when everything operational risk does supports 
commercial decision making)

Investing in scenarios... as they will be more important than ever

Stepping up... while toolkits, policies and frameworks matter, the confidence to be an active 
commercial partner is invaluable

Thinking about the people... long-term resilience of employees is the next challenge; it is these employees 
whose hard work and flexibility helps cope with the unexpected

1
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Powering effective operational risk
ORX is the largest operational risk management association in the 
financial sector. 
Since 2002, we’ve been committed to working closely with our members to improve the management 
and measurement of operational and non-financial risk. 

Initially set up to provide a global platform for the secure exchange of high-quality loss data, we now 
offer much more this. As well as accessing our data services, becoming a member of ORX lets you take 
part in studies and initiatives focused on operational risk and collaborate with fellow experts.

In addition to ORX Membership, we provide a variety other services and resources for the wider 
operational risk community to benefit from.

Find out more about us at www.orx.org
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